WATER QUALITY AND
DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE
AGENDA
DATE: Wednesday, June 1, 2022

TIME: 6:30 p.m.

Notice: This meeting will be held pursuant to Assembly Bill 361, which provides waivers
to certain Brown Act provisions during a proclaimed state of emergency when state or
local officials have imposed or recommended measures to promote social distancing,
and allows some or all of the Sweetwater Authority Board of Directors to attend this
meeting telephonically or via video conference. Additionally, there will be no physical
location from which members of the public may participate. Instead, the public may
listen and/or view the meeting proceedings and provide public comment and comments
on agenda items by following these instructions:
To join via Zoom Webinar from a computer, tablet, or smartphone,
click on the link below:
https://zoom.us/j/91458023440
To join this meeting via telephone, please dial:
1-669-900-6833 or 1-253-215-8782
Meeting ID: 914 5802 3440
If you are unable to access the meeting using this call-in information, please contact the
Board Secretary at (619) 409-6703 for assistance.
Public comments on non-agenda items or on any item of the agenda may be submitted
in writing before the meeting OR provided verbally during the meeting via call-in option
or an internet-based service option, as described below:
Providing written comments before the meeting:
-

Go to www.sweetwater.org; click on the “HOW DO I…” at the top of the page;
and then click on the “Public Comment” link in the Contact section.

OR
-

Physically deposit your public comment in the Authority’s payment drop box
located in the public parking lot at the Authority’s Administrative Office at 505
Garrett Avenue, Chula Vista.

OR
-

Mail your comments to 505 Garrett Avenue, Chula Vista, CA 91910 [Attention:
Public Comment].

All written public comment submissions must be received 1 hour in advance of the
meeting and will be read aloud to the Board during the appropriate portion of the
meeting with a reading limit of 3 minutes for each comment.
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Providing verbal comments during the meeting:
The Chair will inquire prior to Board discussion if there are any comments from the
public on each item.
-

Via Zoom Webinar go to Participants List, hover over your name and click on “Raise
Hand.” This will notify the moderator that you wish to speak during Oral
Communication or during a specific item on the agenda.

-

Via phone, you can raise your hand by pressing *9 to notify the moderator that you
wish to speak during the current item.

Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to
participate in a meeting should direct such request to the Board Secretary at (619) 4096703 at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting, if possible. The above public
comment procedures supersede any Authority standard public comment policies and
procedures to the contrary.
1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
2.
3.

ITEMS TO BE ADDED, WITHDRAWN, OR REORDERED IN THE AGENDA.
PUBLIC COMMENT.
Opportunity for members of the public to address the Committee. (Government Code Section 54954.3).

4.

ACTION AGENDA.
The following items on the Action Agenda call for discussion and action by the Committee. All items are
placed on the Agenda so that the Committee may discuss and take action on the item if the Committee is
so inclined, including items listed for information.

A. Consideration to Authorize a Sole-source Contract to Hazen and Sawyer for
Assistance with Lead and Copper Rule Revision Requirements
B. Consideration to Extend the Due Date of All Single Swing-check Upgrades on
Fire Service Laterals
5.

DIRECTORS’ COMMENTS.
Directors’ comments are comments by Directors concerning Authority business that may be of interest to
the Board. Directors’ comments are placed on the Agenda to enable individual Board members to convey
information to the Board and the Public. There is no discussion or action taken on comments made by
Board members.

6.

NEXT MEETING DATE: Wednesday, June 15, 2022 at 6:30 p.m.

7.

ADJOURNMENT.

This agenda was posted at least seventy-two (72) hours before the meeting in a location freely accessible to the Public on the exterior bulletin board at
the main entrance to the Authority’s office and it is also posted on the Authority’s website at www.sweetwater.org. No action may be taken on any item
not appearing on the posted agenda, except as provided by California Government Code Section 54954.2. Any writings or documents provided to a
majority of the members of the Sweetwater Authority Governing Board regarding any item on this agenda will be made available for public inspection at
the Authority Administration Office, located at 505 Garrett Avenue, Chula Vista, CA 91910, during normal business hours. Upon request, this agenda will
be made available in appropriate alternative formats to persons with disabilities, as required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in a meeting should direct such request to the Board
Secretary at (619) 409-6703 at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting, if possible.
To e-subscribe to receive meeting agendas and other pertinent information, please visit www.sweetwater.org.
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TO:

Governing Board (Water Quality and Distribution Committee)

FROM:

Carlos Quintero, General Manager
Justin Brazil, Director of Water Quality

DATE:

May 27, 2022

SUBJECT: Consideration to Authorize a Sole-source Contract to Hazen and Sawyer
for Assistance with Lead and Copper Rule Revision Requirements
SUMMARY
The Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) was promulgated by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in 1991 to protect public health by minimizing lead (Pb) and
copper (Cu) levels in drinking water. Monitoring for lead and copper is unique because it
is the only regulated sample required to be collected directly from a customer’s drinking
water tap.
Lead and copper are rarely detected in any drinking water supply source at levels
concerning public health. The main source of lead and copper in drinking water is
household plumbing, household plumbing fixtures, and service line connections. The
primary way to reduce lead and copper levels in drinking water is to reduce its
corrosivity. The most widely used measure of corrosivity is called the Langelier
Saturation Index (LSI). The Authority has treatment processes to reduce the corrosivity
of treated drinking water, such as pH adjustment at the Perdue Water Treatment Plant
and post-treatment blending/pH adjustment at the Richard A. Reynolds Desalination
Facility. Water produced at the National City Wells does not require additional treatment
for corrosion control due to naturally occurring mineral content and pH levels.
Several additional regulatory requirements regarding lead and copper went into effect
following the 2014 Flint Michigan water crisis, including a requirement to complete an
inventory of utility-side service line connection construction materials and lead
monitoring in schools and daycare facilities. In an effort to further protect public health,
the EPA promulgated the Lead and Copper Rule Revisions (LCRR) on January 15,
2021, with a compliance date of October 16, 2024. Staff would like to utilize the services
of Hazen and Sawyer to assist the Authority with select compliance aspects of the new
LCRR, as discussed below.
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Lead and Copper Regulatory and Compliance History
Lead and Copper Rule (1991)
In 1992, as required by the LCR, the Authority began monitoring 100 homes in the
Authority’s service area every six-months. Homes sampled under the original LCR are
considered “worst case” because only homes that may have been constructed using
lead pipe solder can be selected for compliance monitoring. The Authority initially
utilized the services of Montgomery Watson Harza (MWH) to identify “worst case”
homes and to come up with a sampling plan to be submitted to and approved by the
State Water Resources Control Board, Division of Drinking Water (DDW). In 1999, the
Authority applied for and received a reduced compliance monitoring schedule from
DDW due to routine sampling results for lead and copper consistently being below the
required action levels; 15 parts per billion (ppb) for lead and 1,300 ppb for copper as
determined at the 90th percentile of all sampling results. Under the reduced monitoring
schedule, the Authority must sample and report results for 50 of the “worst case” sites
every three years (tri-annual monitoring). The Authority has been in full compliance with
the LCR since it was promulgated. The most recent triannual monitoring for the LCR
was conducted in July 2020; the 90th percentile results for lead and copper were “not
detected” and 140 ppb, respectively.
Lead Service Line Inventory (2017)
In 2017, DDW required all water utilities to report the number of lead service lines on
the utility-owned side (water main to water meter). The Authority reviewed existing
records to determine the construction material used for all utility side service
connections and no lead service lines were found. If lead service lines were found, the
Authority would have needed to submit a replacement schedule to DDW.
Lead in Schools Permit Amendments (2017)
In 2017, DDW issued operating permit amendments to water utilities requiring
monitoring of all K-12 public/private schools upon request. The Authority performed
extensive outreach resulting in the participation of all public schools; no private schools
chose to participate. Only one out of 124 samples collected found lead above the 15
ppb action level; the school took corrective action, and follow-up sampling showed lead
was “not detected.”
Lead in Schools AB 746 (2017)
Assembly Bill 76 required all school sites located on public school property constructed
before 2010 to be tested for lead, including preschools and daycare facilities (excluding
private). At this point, most schools in the Authority’s service area had already been
sampled under the Lead in Schools Permit Amendments.
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Lead in Day Care Facilities AB 2370 (2018)
Assembly Bill 2370 requires all daycare facilities to test for lead in order to be licensed.
Facilities are required to provide health and safety training for lead and provide outreach
to parents. The Authority is not obligated to provide testing under AB 2370. To date, the
Authority has sampled one daycare facility in Bonita by request.
Lead and Copper Rule Revisions (2021)
On January 15, 2021, the EPA promulgated the Lead and Copper Rule Revisions
(LCRR) to improve the existing LCR. The LCRR became effective on December 16,
2021, and compliance is required by October 16, 2024.
Lead and Copper Rule Revision Highlights:
•
•
•
•

Action levels for lead (15 ppb) and copper (1,300 ppb) at the 90th percentile
remain unchanged
Implements a new 10 ppb trigger level for lead, that could require corrosion
control studies or corrosion control treatment if exceeded
Requires 20 percent of all schools to be monitored for lead annually (each school
every five years)
Utilities are required to inventory the construction material type used for the
customer side service connection (water meter to home)

Lead and Copper Rule Revision Challenges-Customer Side Service Line Inventory
The Authority has an excellent LCR compliance history due to the corrosion control
strategies employed at its water treatment facilities. Monitoring of lead in schools will be
an additional ongoing cost to the Authority; however, staff is familiar with this process
due to previous school monitoring requirements for lead. One of the most impactful
challenges facing the Authority (and utilities across the United States) is the
requirement to generate a system-wide inventory of service line material used on the
customer-owned side of the service connection.
The Authority has approximately 33,000 service lines that it needs to identify material
used on the customer side. Unlike the utility side connections that were inventoried in
2017, customer side connections (materials) are not as well documented. Methods for
identifying service line connections include the known date of construction, historical
plumbing codes, historical building codes, historical utility records, and direct
excavation. Due to the relatively newer age of the Authority’s service area compared to
the East Coast and other areas of the United States, the expectation is that not many (if
any) customer-side lead service connections exist.
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Hazen and Sawyer LCCR Compliance Support
In March 2021, staff attended an American Water Works Association (AWWA) LCRR
training webinar co-presented by DDW’s Southern California Branch Chief (Kurt Souza,
P.E.) and Hazen and Sawyer’s (H&S) Program Manager/LCCR Expert (Becki
Rosenfeldt, P.E.). It was immediately apparent to staff that H&S is well qualified to
assist the Authority with LCRR compliance, particularly the customer side service line
inventory requirement. H&S developed one of the first programs in the country to
comply with the LCRR and has assisted multiple utilities across the United States.
Following discussions with the Authority’s internal LCRR team and Management, it was
decided to pursue a sole-source agreement with H&S for LCRR compliance assistance.
Scope of Work
H&S’ scope of work includes the following:
1) Project Management: Includes a kickoff meeting and monthly coordination
meetings with staff.
2) Regulatory Coordination: DDW is still developing standardized and approved
methods for service line inventory. H&S would develop a material verification
method approach to be submitted to DDW for approval.
3) Record and Code Review: Review customer-side construction permits, plumbing
permits/codes, distribution system maps/drawings, meter installation records,
and the property appraiser’s database. This task would include input and support
from the Authority’s Customer Service, Engineering, Distribution, and Water
Quality departments and a review of records external to the Authority. External
review of records would include the three jurisdictions the Authority serves,
including the cities of National City, Chula Vista, and the County of San Diego.
4) Lead Service Line Inventory Framework: H&S will develop a Geographic
Information System (GIS) structure that visually identifies the service line
inventory. The GIS inventory will help identify significant data gaps and inform
recommendations for the next steps.
5) Service Line Identification Action Plan: H&S will develop a Service Line
Identification Action Plan with potential methods for verifying service line
materials based on the findings in Task-4. This task will help inform any future
work that may need to be performed to identify unknown service lines in the
distribution system.
6) Compliance Sampling Site Selection and Protocol: H&S will develop an LCRR
compliant Sampling Site Selection Plan based on the lead service line inventory
results and the existing LCR sample sites and update sampling protocols to be
consistent with new LCRR requirements. The Sampling Site Selection plan will
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effectively become the Authority’s new LCRR compliance monitoring locations
once approved by DDW.
7) Funding Application Support (Optional): H&S will assist the Authority with
applying for funding opportunities to help offset the cost of the service line
inventory. The potential exists to receive funding that would offset the costs of
Tasks 3-5, which total $83,009.
Schedule
H&S has provided a schedule indicating all tasks to be completed in approximately
6-1/2 months. If the Board were to award a contract and work started in July 2022,
project completion would be expected within the December 2022/January 2023
timeframe. Completing the lead service line inventory well in advance of the October 16,
2024 regulatory compliance deadline would provide additional time for the Authority to
identify unknown service line materials that were unable to be identified within the
means and methods of the provided scope of work.
FISCAL IMPACT
A summary of Hazen and Sawyer’s fee proposal is included in Table-1 below. The full
proposal is included as Attachment-2 of this memo.
Table-1
Summary of Hazen and Sawyer Fee Proposal

$127,000

Less Task-1: Project Management and Meetings

<$18,365>

Less Task-2: Regulatory Coordination

<$5,800>

Less Task-3: Record and Code Review

<$28,960>

Less Task-4: LSL Inventory Framework

<$32,040>

Less Task-5: Service Line Identification Action Plan

<$22,990>

Less Task-6: Compliance Sampling Site Selection and Protocol

<$11,365>

Less Task-7: Optional Funding Application Support

<$7,480>

Balance

$0

Under Task-7 of the proposal, H&S would assist the Authority with applying for funding
opportunities to help offset the cost of the project. Potential reimbursable expenses
include Tasks 3-5, which total $83,009. If the Authority were successful in obtaining all
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available funding, the actual project expense to the Authority could be reduced to
$43,010.
The Draft Fiscal Year 2022-23 Operating Expense Budget includes $100,000 for this
project. Staff would utilize an additional $27,000 from the Expense Contingency fund to
cover the entire cost of the contract.
POLICY / STRATEGIC PLAN
Strategic Plan Goal 1: Water Quality (WQ) – Provide high quality water that meets
regulatory requirements.
ALTERNATIVES
1. Award a sole-source contract for assistance with Lead and Copper Rule Revision
requirements to Hazen and Sawyer as presented in an amount not to exceed
$127,000.
2. Other action as determined by the Governing Board.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Governing Board award a sole-source contract for assistance
with Lead and Copper Rule Revision requirements to Hazen and Sawyer as presented
in an amount not to exceed $127,000.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Presentation
2. Hazen and Sawyer Proposal
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ATTACHMENT 1

June 1, 2022

Consideration to Authorize
a Sole Source Contract to
Hazen and Sawyer for
Assistance with Lead and
Copper Rule Revision
Requirements
Justin Brazil, Director of Water Quality

V.7.30.21
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Lead & Copper Rule Revisions
New Lead and Copper Rule:
• Promulgated January 15, 2021
• Effective December 16, 2021
• Compliance required by October 16, 2024
Revised LCR Highlights:
• Action level unchanged, determined at the 90th percentile
• 15 parts per billion lead (ppb); 1,300 ppb copper

• Includes a trigger level of 10 ppb that could
• Require corrosion control studies
• Require addition of corrosion control treatment

• Requires 20% of schools to be monitored annually
• Inventory customer side of service connection for material

2
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New Challenges for Revised LCR
• Requires 20% of schools to be monitored annually
• School site sampling plans
• Outsource monitoring/analysis to contract labs

• Must develop service line inventory on the customer side
• Expectation is not many exist (if any)

3
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Hazen and Sawyer LCRR Support
• Highly qualified to support utilities with LCRR compliance
• Developed one of the first programs in the country to comply
with LCRR requirements
• Has a relationship with DDW’s Southern California Branch Chief

4
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Hazen and Sawyer LCRR Support
Scope of Work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Project Management
Regulatory Coordination
Record and Code Review
Lead Service Line Inventory Framework
Service Line Identification Action Plan
Compliance Sampling Site Selection and Protocol
Funding Application Support (Optional)

5
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Fiscal Impact
Fee Proposal Summary:
Summary of Hazen and Sawyer Fee Proposal

$127,000

Less Task-1: Project Management and Meetings

<$18,365>

Less Task-2: Regulatory Coordination

<$5,800>

Less Task-3: Record and Code Review

<$28,960>

Less Task-4: LSL Inventory Framework

<$32,040>

Less Task-5: Service Line Identification Action Plan

<$22,990>

Less Task-6: Compliance Sampling Site Selection and Protocol

<$11,365>

Less Task-7: Optional Funding Application Support

<$7,480>

Balance

$0
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Alternatives/Recommendation
Alternatives
1.

Award a contract for assistance with Lead and Copper Rule Revision
requirements to Hazen and Sawyer as presented in an amount not to
exceed $127,000.

2.

Other direction as determined by the Governing Board.

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Governing Board award a contract for assistance with
Lead and Copper Rule Revision requirements to Hazen and Sawyer as presented
in an amount not to exceed $127,000.
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Questions?

8
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ATTACHMENT 2
Hazen and Sawyer
11260 El Camino Real, Suite 102
San Diego, CA 92130 • 858.764.5520

May 23, 2022
Justin Brazil
Director of Water Quality
Sweetwater Authority
505 Garrett Ave
Chula Vista, CA 91910
Re: Lead and Copper Rule Revisions Action Plan and Inventory Framework
Dear Justin Brazil:
Hazen and Sawyer (Hazen) is pleased to submit our proposal to Sweetwater Authority for Lead and
Copper Rule Revision Compliance Assistance. Hazen brings incomparable experience in the lead and
copper and corrosion control industry and will provide you the best services with a local
commitment. We bring:
Unique Expertise: The Hazen Team brings trusted leadership, highly qualified Program Manager and
Deputy Program Manager, national experts with exceptional knowledge and understanding of the revised
Lead and Copper Rule, and unique expertise identifying areas of concern in the distribution system. Our
expertise means an efficient, well-developed Program that provides value and precision, and positions the
Authority for LCR compliance over the long term. The Lead Service Line (LSL) Inventory Framework
will be completed by December 2022, allowing the Authority the desired time to effectively identify
unknown service line in the service area.
Industry Leading Approach: Hazen developed one of the first programs in the country to comply with
the revised LCR rule; we bring demonstrated success in all elements required to develop, manage, and
implement a sound compliance program for the Authority. The Hazen team will provide you with the
benefit of access to nationwide LCRR experts; regulatory coordination with State Water Resources
Control Board Division of Drinking Water (DDW); and a non-proprietary approach.
If you have any questions or require additional information concerning our proposal, please feel free to
contact Jack Adam at 619.993.2489 or jadam@hazenandsawyer.com, Becki Rosenfeldt at 571.505.6732
or email at brosenfeldt@hazenandsawyer.com, or Silvana Ghiu at 813.928.2962 or email at
sghiu@hazenandsawyer.com. We look forward to supporting the Authority on this very important
compliance program.

Job no
1014-314

Very truly yours

Jack Adam, PE
Project Director
Associate Vice President

hazenandsawyer.com
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1. Project Experience
Hazen and Sawyer developed one of the first programs in the country to comply
with the revised LCR Rule; we bring demonstrated success in all elements required
to develop, manage, and implement a sound compliance program for the Authority.
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2. Project Team
The Hazen team’s Authority experience, LCRR Compliance expertise and a local
presence will ensure successful completion of the LSL Inventory, Service Line
Identification Action Plan, and Sample Site Selection.
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3. Scope of Work
3.1

Project Background, Understanding, and Approach

Project Background

The following approach outlines how the Hazen team will work with the Sweetwater Authority
(Authority) to complete Phase 1 of the Lead and Copper Rule Revisions (LCRR) compliance program.
Phase 1 will include a LCRR Action Plan and service line inventory framework. The LCRR was
promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) on January 15, 2021 and
became effective on December 16, 2021. The LCRR includes a 3-year timeframe for utilities to meet the
new regulatory requirements with a compliance deadline of October 16, 2024. State primacy agencies
retain the option to accelerate this timeline; however, the California State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Drinking Water (DDW) is planning to match the EPA’s compliance deadline. The compliance
deliverables in the state of California include:
•
•
•
•

Lead Service Line (LSL) Inventory
Lead Service Line Replacement Plan (if any lead, galvanized requiring replacement
(GRR), or lead status unknown service lines are present in the LSL Inventory).
Compliance Sample Site Selection
List of Schools and Childcare Facilities Requiring Testing

The LSL Inventory must include the public and privately-owned portions of each service line and indicate
whether the service line material is lead, galvanized requiring replacement (GRR), non-lead, or lead status
unknown. The LSL Inventory must include a location identifier for each service line and must be made
publicly available using an online electronic format for Community Water Systems (CWSs) which
service more than 50,000 customers. After 2024, the LSL Inventory must be routinely updated and
submitted to DDW on an annual basis if any GRR, LSLs, or lead status unknown service lines remain in
the system. To develop the inventory, utilities are required to review historical records including
plumbing codes, service connection records, meter installation records, and available drawings. Results
from the LSL Inventory serve as the foundation for the remaining compliance deliverables (LSL
Replacement Plan (if required), Sampling Plan, and Schools and Childcare Facilities Sampling Plan).
Project Understanding and Approach

Sweetwater Authority, established in 1977, provides safe drinking water to over 200,000 customers
through nearly 400 miles of pipeline. With a 36 square-mile service area, the Authority’s service area
includes National City, Bonita, and the western and central portions of Chula Vista. The Authority is
preparing for compliance with the LCRR and is currently seeking support from Hazen. The purpose of
the project is to prepare the Authority for LCRR compliance through historical records research
and the development of a LSL Inventory Framework, service line identification action plan, and
compliance site selection. The LSL Inventory Framework will become the baseline for
understanding a preliminary number of non-lead, lead status unknown service lines, LSLs, and
galvanized requiring replacement (GRR) service lines within the service area. Results from the
Page 5 of 16
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development of the LSL Inventory Framework, will be used to create the service line identification
action plan and compliance sample site selection. A general scope of work for the remaining
compliance deliverables is provided as future tasks.
The following tasks will be performed as part of this project:
Task 1: Project Management and Meetings
Task 2: Regulatory Coordination
Task 3: Record and Code Review
Task 4: LSL Inventory Framework
Task 5: Service Line Identification Action Plan
Task 6: Compliance Sample Site Selection and Protocol
Optional Task 7: Funding Application Support
Task 1: Program Management and Meetings

Hazen’s project manager and deputy project manager shall be responsible for all correspondence and
communication with the Authority on a regular basis. Hazen shall provide program management services
throughout the project, including preparation of billing statements, document control, record keeping, and
project budget and schedule tracking. Hazen shall also track project performance including budget and
schedule, identify any outstanding issues, and hold progress meetings/conference calls with Authority
staff as necessary.
Kickoff Meeting

Hazen will conduct a 1-hour virtual kickoff meeting with Authority to introduce our project team,
establish lines of communication, review LCRR requirements, and review the scope of services and
project schedule. All Authority staff involved in the preparation of the LCRR Action Plan are encouraged
to attend the kickoff meeting.
During the kickoff meeting, Hazen will verify the Authority’s LCRR team participants, needs, and
schedule. The following items will be discussed during the meeting:
•
•
•
•

Review LCRR requirements,
Introduce the project team,
Establish lines of communication,
And review the scope of services and project schedule.
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Regular Coordination Meetings

Hazen will coordinate with the Authority throughout the duration of the project. Coordination meetings
will be held between the Hazen Program Manager, Hazen Deputy Program Manager, Hazen Project
Engineer(s), and the Authority’s Project Manager and staff, as needed (up to 6).
Deliverable(s):

•
•

Kickoff and monthly coordination meeting agendas and minutes.
Monthly invoices and progress report along with invoice.

Assumption(s):

•

Conduct a kickoff meeting and virtual monthly progress calls, as needed, during a project
duration (Estimated at 6.5 months).

Task 2: Regulatory Coordination

While DDW is requiring all utilities to complete their LSL inventory, Sampling Plan, and LSL
Replacement Plan by October 16, 2024, they are still developing the standard/approved methods for the
inventory. Thus, coordination with DDW to ensure regulatory compliance is a top priority for this project
and Hazen will develop the following:
Deliverable(s):

•

A material verification method approach summary to be prepared and sent electronically
to DDW which will identify available data sources, data gaps, and methods for
identification of lead status unknown service lines.

Assumption(s):

•

•

Hazen will conduct regulatory coordination meetings with DDW on the material
verification methods and development of the inventory throughout the duration of the
project.
Written verification of DDW on service line material identification methods will be
required prior to finalizing the Service Line Identification Action Plan (Task 5 below).

Task 3: Record and Code Review

Hazen will develop a data request summarizing information needed for the LSL Inventory and Sampling
Plan development and submit the request to the Authority after notice to proceed and before the Kickoff
Meeting to allow time for the Authority to research/determine what data is available and review data
needs during the Kickoff Meeting. Since Sweetwater Authority covers three jurisdictions, historical
plumbing code review will be completed for the City of Chula Vista, National City and San Diego
County.
Page 7 of 16
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In addition to the historical plumbing code review, Hazen will begin evaluating available information and
historical records. This analysis will include an initial records research (up to 50 individual records total)
related to EPA-requirements which could include the following:
• Private-side construction permits, e.g. plumbing permits;
• Existing records or other documentation that indicates the private-side service line
material, e.g. tap cards, work order notes or forms;
• Distribution system maps and drawings of private connections (as-builts);
• Historical records on each service connection (inspection records);
• Meter installation records, e.g. typical details, GIS data on locations, diameters, and
installation dates;
• Historical capital improvement plans (for as many years available);
• GIS data with installation dates, location, diameter, and material data for water mains and
service lines.
• Customer billing data which includes connection dates and active accounts;
• Property Appraiser’s Database (including construction date)
Hazen will then collect, as needed, and review a representative set of relevant documents or electronic
record types to identify useful information for the service line inventory. Based on this review, Hazen will
recommend record types for future tabulation to populate service line materials in the inventory. Hazen
will meet with Authority to present findings from this task.
Additional approaches for Hazen to collect data to integrate into the service line material inventory
include meetings with other Authority departments to provide addition insight to available service line
material information. The team may also conduct small group meetings with Authority Personnel, Meter
Services, Customer Services, Operations and Maintenance, and/or GIS Services to collect and document
institutional knowledge on which service line materials are typically found in what areas of the Authority.
Hazen will prepare a presentation summarizing the data review and gap analysis. Hazen will meet with
Authority to receive input from and to discuss the conclusions of this task.
Deliverable(s):

•
•

Data Request;
Review meeting agenda and minutes (up to 5 small group meetings)

Assumption(s):

•

•
•

Up to a total of 50 individual example records will be reviewed; these records may include
up to four different types and will be used to assess usefulness for the LSL inventory and
identify relevant data fields.
Support for continued record review, if requested by the Authority, would be under a
separate task order.
Authority will provide available GIS records of service line or meter locations, or a
customer account service listing to identify which parcels or buildings are served by the
system.
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•

Hazen may require direct support of the Authority in coordinating information gathering,
i.e., building codes, with the County or Municipality.

Task 4: LSL Inventory Framework

Hazen will create a database structure in ESRI ArcGIS that utilizes service line material category options
(e.g., “lead”, “non-lead”, “lead status unknown”, or “galvanized requiring replacement”) and symbology
for both public and private service line materials that align with DDW requirements. Based on the data
review and analysis, Hazen will begin creating the framework for the LSL inventory. Up to three
alternative sets of indirect service line investigation criteria will be developed based on prior records
research to differentiate non-lead and unknown service lines in the inventory.
Once the database is updated with available information, Hazen will perform the following:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Geospatial Analysis: Delineate the Authority’s distribution system into distinct
geographic zones in which different service line designation criteria may be applied. For
example, older areas of the Authority may have more conservative criteria for
distinguishing non-lead and unknown service lines.
For each designation criteria alternative, Hazen will develop a Python script in GIS to
categorize service lines based on available data sources and run the script for each
delineated zone to designate service line materials. Up to 3 alternatives will be analyzed.
Identify potential limitations and inaccuracies of the indirect designation approach that
could necessitate additional manual data review or field verification efforts.
Identify any significant data gaps that could require field investigation.
Develop an LSL inventory technical memorandum with findings and recommendations
for next steps.
Likelihood Analysis: Perform statistical likelihood analysis using designated criteria and
develop map showing areas most likely to contain lead.

Hazen will host an LSL Inventory Findings Meeting to review the initial findings which will include:
•

•
•

Maps identifying areas within the Authority’s system most likely to contain LSLs or
Galvanized Requiring Replacement (GRR) and areas recommended for the Field
Identification Plan.
Summary table(s) estimating the quantity of unknown parcels that may contain LSLs or
GRRs.
List of locations throughout the service area where available GIS information or other
records are not sufficient to conclude the presence or absence of LSLs. These locations
will be identified as “Lead Status Unknown” within the preliminary LSL Inventory.

Deliverable(s):

•
•
•

Preliminary framework for LSL inventory database in GIS.
Draft and Final LSL Inventory Database Technical Memo.
Prioritization map for LSL and GRR identification.
Page 9 of 16
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•

Meeting agenda and minutes

Assumption(s):

•
•

•
•

Additional updates beyond the framework will be completed by the Authority or Hazen in
a future phase of this effort under a separate task order.
Hazen will utilize the definition of a GRR service line which states: “A galvanized service
line (galvanized service line means iron or steel piping that has been dipped in zinc to
prevent corrosion and rusting) that is or was, at any time, downstream of a lead service
line or is currently downstream of a ‘‘Lead Status Unknown’’ service line. If the water
system is unable to demonstrate the galvanized service line was never downstream of a
lead service line, it must presume there was an upstream lead service line.”
The Authority will review and confirm the service line designation criteria in the
inventory database.
Drawing upon the Authority’s existing data sources for existing records and indirect
designation criteria presents potential limitations and inaccuracies for designating service
line materials in the inventory. Additional field verification or other actions may be
needed to verify the accuracy of existing records and indirect service line designation
criteria. Once the preliminary database is created, additional record review and/or field
investigation will likely be required. This can either be done by Authority staff, Hazen
under a separate task order, or a third party hired by the Authority.

Task 5: Service Line Identification Action Plan

Hazen will develop a Service Line Identification Action Plan with potential methods to verify service line
materials based on findings in Task 4. Hazen will conduct a workshop with the Authority to discuss the
plan. This plan will inform any future work that could be performed to identify “Lead Status Unknown”
service lines in the system. Hazen will evaluate a range of possible identification methods based on
accessibility, cost, and effectiveness. The action plan will include a phased, targeted approach to material
identification.
Deliverable(s):

•
•

Service Line Identification Workshop – agenda, presentation, and minutes.
Draft and Final Service Line Identification Action Plan

Assumption(s):

•

Both USEPA and DDW will be providing guidance on acceptable material identification
methods for service line material verification.

Task 6: Compliance Sampling Site Selection and Protocol

Hazen will develop a LCRR Compliant Sampling Site Selection including recommendations for revising
the standard monitoring sample site pool based upon initial LSL inventory results and existing sample
Page 10 of 16
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sites to reflect the new tiered structure. Additionally, Hazen will update sampling protocols to account for
1st and 5th Liter sample requirements in the LCRR. The LCRR Compliant Sampling Plan will include the
following components:
Deliverable(s):
•
•

Updated list and map of compliance samples sites with year of construction for the
facilities, as available.
Sequential sampling SOPs for 1st and 5th liter sampling.

Assumption(s):

•

Compliance Sample Site Selection may require updating based upon future service line
material verification results. This future work is not included in this project scope.

Optional Task 7: Funding Application Support

While the EPA deadline for completion of the Lead Service Line Inventory and Replacement Plan is
October 16, 2024, completing these tasks early will allow the Authority to maximize current funding
opportunities, such as the $1.2 T Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL). BIL will inject significant resources
into California’s Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF). This funding cycle specifically
provides $249,447,000 for California utilities with a 49% forgivable percentage for disadvantaged
communities.
Perhaps most critically for California utilities, the definition of an LSL per the DWSRF does include
galvanized iron or galvanized steel service lines that are or have previously been downstream of lead
components. The EPA has also designated that this funding can be used for the development of LSL
inventories, identification of service line materials, non-routine lead sampling, planning and design of
associated projects, and the replacement of service lines containing lead. Hazen will work closely with
the Authority to weigh the benefits and risks of all viable funding sources and will coordinate with
regulators to develop a funding application.
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4. Schedule
Our streamlined approach ensures completion of all tasks within a 6.5-month period. This
includes historical records review, the completion of the LSL Inventory Framework, Service
Line Identification Action Plan, and compliance sampling site selection and protocol.
Completing the LSL Inventory framework well in advance of the October 16, 2024 compliance
deadline will provide additional time for the Authority to effectively identify unknown service
line materials.
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5. Fee Proposal
The following table provides a breakdown of our proposed fee for LCRR Assistance. A detailed
fee estimate is included in Appendix B. The fee estimate is based on the scope of work outlined
in this proposal.
Task and Description
Task 1: Project Management and Meetings

Fee
$ 18,365

Task 2: Regulatory Coordination

$

Task 3: Record and Code Review

$ 28,960

Task 4: LSL Inventory Framework

$ 32,040

Task 5: Service Line Identification Action Plan

$ 22,990

Task 6: Compliance Sampling Site Selection and Protocol

$ 11,365

Subtotal (without optional task):
Task 7: Optional Funding Application Support
Subtotal (with optional task 7):

5,800

$ 119,520
$

7,480

$ 127,000
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Appendix A: Resumes
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Becki Rosenfeldt, PE
Program Manager

Education
MS, Environmental Engineering,
Virginia Tech
BS, Civil Engineering, Bucknell
University

Certification/License
Professional Engineer

Areas of Expertise
• Lead and Copper Rule
• Corrosion control
• Lead service line identification
and replacement

Professional Activities
American Water Works
Association

Ms. Rosenfeldt serves as Hazen’s corrosion
control and Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) expert.
She assists utilities across the country in
preparing for compliance with the US EPA’s LCR
Revisions, which includes the development of
service line inventories, replacement and
sampling plans, and customer communication.
Corrosion Control Pipe Loop, ECWA, Buffalo, NY
Corrosion Expert and Pilot Loop Design. ECWA is conducting a pilot study
to optimize corrosion control and proactively prepare the LCR Revisions
(LCRR) compliance. Having completed over 15 corrosion pilot studies,
Ms. Rosenfeldt is overseeing the design of both the on-site and laboratory scale pilot loops. She will continue to provide guidance through the
construction and operation of the pilot loops and will be a key asset in the
interpretation and analysis of study results.
Lead Service Line Inventory, Replacement Plan, and Grant Funding,
City of Chesapeake, VA
Corrosion Expert and Technical Advisor. Hazen is continuing to support
to the City’s initiative to replace lead service lines (LSLs) and proactively
prepare the LCRR compliance, which includes development of an LSL Inventory and Replacement Plan, sequential sampling, grant funding application, and regulatory coordination.
LCR Revisions Compliance Plan, Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commission (WSSC), Laurel, MD
Technical Expert and Lead Project Engineer. This programmatic evaluation assisted WSSC in developing a comprehensive LCRR Compliance Program. Working collaboratively with numerous WSSC departments, an
action plan was developed to provide a road map for LSL inventory, LSL
replacement plan, corrosion control treatment, and public outreach. A
detailed program schedule and management approach were developed
to ensure that tasks are completed in a timely manner and compliance
requirements are met well in advance of the US EPA October 16, 2024
deadline.
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Technical Publications and
Presentations
NCAWWA Webinar- Preparing for
Effective Compliance and
Securing Program Funding, 2022.
California and Nevada AWWA
Webinar- LCRR Compliance
Expert. CA Water Boards.
Records Research and LSL
Inventory Development, 2022.
GAWP Conference, Savannah,
GA, “Preparing for Lead and
Copper Rule Revisions; Utilites
taking a proactive approach to
corrosion contor.”, 2021.
Arnold, R., Rosenfeldt, B.,
Rhoades, J., Owen, C., Becker., W.
“Evolving Utility Practices and
Experiences wiht Corrosion
Control - Results from a US
Survey.” Journal AWWA, 2020.
AWWA - Expert panel for AWWA
Corrosion Control Treatment
Evaluation Workshop., 2018.
NC AWWA- Served as a corrosion
expert on a panel during a
corrosion workshop: “Presence of
Lead in Water Distribution and
Plumbing Systems” 2016.
VA AWWA JAM Conference “The
Lead and Copper Rule: A Guide to
Proactive Testing and Monitoring
to Maintain Compliance” 2012.
Edwin C. Tifft Jr. Water Supply
Symposium, Syracuse, NYserved as a corrosion expert on
panel during a corrosion
workshop: “Corrosion in
Distribution Systems”2011.
Becker, W.C. and Rosenfeldt, B.
“Corrosion: Just When You
Thought it was Under Control.”
Presented at the New York
Section AWWA Edwin C. Tifft, Jr.
Water Supply Symposium,
November 16, 2006.

Phase 1: Lead Service Line Replacement Plan and Inventory
Assistance, Miami-Dade County Water and Sewer Department, FL
Program Advisor and Technical Expert. Miami-Dade County is one of the
largest public utilities in the United States, serving 2.3 million residents.
Hazen is assisting the County with developing an LSL Inventory and Replacement Plan. This includes the development of a service line identification strategy using a likelihood analysis, extensive collaboration with
the County to develop identification criteria, and the establishment of a
detailed replacement strategy.
Lead Compliance and Corrosion Control Study, New York City
Department of Environmental Protection, NY
Corrosion Expert and Lead Project Engineer. This extensive desktop analysis was completed to investigate potential causes of lead and corrosion
exceedance, and to assist the City in developing a plan to ensure sufficient
corrosion control in the future. A desktop evaluation of historical and current water quality conditions throughout the New York City drinking water system was used to assist in both determining potential causes for noncompliance with the LCR and for identifying and evaluating potential
corrosion control alternatives. The findings of this report were evaluated
by an expert panel consisting of five of the country’s top researchers focusing their efforts on understanding the mechanisms and chemistry of
corrosion, and on corrosion control within drinking water systems.
City of Tempe LCRR Compliance Program, AZ
Program Advisor and Technical Expert. This comprehensive implementation program includes the development of an LSL inventory, regulatory
coordination, establishing an LSL Identification and Replacement Plan,
updating the City’s sampling plan, and developing an effective communications program. Using a variety of cost-effective, industry-leading approaches, the Hazen team is also developing and coordinating a Field
Verification Plan for amending the service line inventory in real time. A
centralized dashboard is being developed to monitoring program progress and tracking communications and service line identification and replacement efforts.
City of Gainesville LCRR Compliance Program, GA
Program Manager and Technical Advisor. This program involves the development of a compliance action plan, LSL inventory, sampling program,
and LSL replacement program. A key element of the action plan was the
identification of available resources within Gainesville’s planned improvement projects to streamline the integration of LCRR compliance tasks.
Hazen is also working with the City to develop a robust sampling plan for
schools and childcare facilities.
101-572
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Silvana Ghiu, PhD, PE

Deputy Program Manager | Sampling Plan

Education
PhD, Environmental Engineering,
University of South Florida
MS, Environmental Science and
Policy, Central European
University
MS, Atmospheric Physics,
University of Bucharest
BS, Engineering Physics,
University of Bucharest

Certification/License
Professional Engineer

Areas of Expertise
• Groundwater treatment
• Membrane system design and
operation
• Raw water characterization
• GAC and IX treatment design

Silvana is a Senior process engineer and project
manager with extensive experience in desalination
and groundwater treatment. She has worked
across all phases of a project, from feasibility
studies, to running pilot systems, and to develop
preliminary and detailed plans and specifications.
She has a proven track record as a design manager, leading teams on numerous projects, from small to up to 65 engineers and CAD designers.
Water Treatment Plants for Stations 7 and 11, City of Lemoore, CA
Project Manager. Hazen, in partnership with Filanc Construction, was
selected by the City of Lemoore to provide progressive design build services for two groundwater treatment plants. The groundwater has been
impacted by iron, manganese, ammonia, sulfides, color, turbidity, arsenic and high TOC concentrations forming elevated DBPs in the presence
of chlorination. Sixty percent design was completed in sixty days in order to assist Filanc with preparing the guaranteed maximum price (GMP).
Final design will proceed in August 2019 with construction scheduled to
commence at the end of 2020. Hazen is providing engineering design
and services during construction and startup.
Ion Exchange Water Treatment Plant, Coachella Valley Water District, Palm Desert, CA
Project Manager. Feasibility study to asses cost effectiveness of IX brine
treatment and brine disposal options. The study will provide the utility
sufficient information to make a decision whether different brine minimization strategies can be viable options to the current alternative for
brine disposal.
Groundwater Well 62-01, California Water Service, CA
Project Manager. A new drinking water sources was considered by California Water from a groundwater well in East Los Angeles. A treatment
system will be required to remove sulfides, methane, ammonia, manganese etc. A pilot study was run to investigate removal of sulfides by catalytic GAC and bench scale testing were performed to validate ammonia
removal by breakpoint chlorination and the required contact time. Water quality was analyzed on two well zones and recommendations were
provided for packer installation and full scale treatment system.
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Technical Publications
Gatza, D, F. Fuchs, M. Serna, S.
Ghiu and G. Filteau:
“Comprehensive Results of West
Basin Municipal Water District’s
Multi-Year Ocean Water
Desalination Demonstration
Project”. Proceedings of the
AMTA/AWWA Annual
Conference. Las Vegas, NV.
March 2014.
Ghiu, S, G. Filteau, and D.
McKinney: ”Seawater Desalination
Energy Consumption Modeling”.
Proceedings of the AMTA/AWWA
Annual Conference. Las Vegas,
NV. March 2014.
Ghiu, S, G. Filteau, and D.
McKinney: “Seawater Desalination
Energy Consumption Modeling”.
Proceedings of the WateReuse
California Annual Conference.
Monterey, CA. March 2013.
Ghiu, S, R. Chmielewski, J. DeVille,
B. Bergantine, D. DeBoer, and E.
Lynne: “Challenges of Selecting
NF Membranes for Removal of
DBPs Precursors from Softened
Groundwater: Watertown Utilities
Experience”. Proceedings of the
AWWA Membrane Technology
Conference. Memphis, TN. March
2009.
Boysen, R.E., F.
Mohammadesmaeili, S.M. Ghiu,
and R.R. McCandless: “Reverse
Osmosis Product water
Stabilization Alternatives and
Considerations”. Proceedings of
the AWWA Membrane Technology
Conference. Memphis, TN. March
2009.
Ghiu S, R. Carnahan and M.
Barger: “Comparative analysis of
the transport properties of
hyperfiltration membranes using
Kimura-Sourirajan and SpieglerKedem models”. Proceedings of
the AWWA-Water Quality
Technology Conference,
Philadelphia, PA, November 2003.
Ghiu S, R. Carnahan and M.
Barger: ”A quantification of the
diffusional and convective flux of
salts in CA and TFC reverse
osmosis membranes”.
Proceedings of the IDA World
Congress on Desalination and
Water Reuse, Bahamas,
September-October, 2003.

Leo J. Vander Lans Plant Chemical System Evaluation, Water
Replenishment District of Southern California, Long Beach, CA
Project Manager. Leading a team of engineers in assessing the existing
condition for ten chemicals system. Recommendations for improvements
are proposed and implementation to 100% design is presented in plans
and specifications. Services include construction support for the implementation phase.
David C. McCollum Water Treatment Plant, Olivenhain MWD, San
Diego, CA
Project Manager. Responsible for disinfection strategies for DBPs reduction, including use of UV system to complement the primary disinfection. Developed testing protocols for Simulated Distribution System (SDS)
DBPs formation and performed field analysis on the sensibility on DBPs
formation with contact time. Recommendations were provided for capital and operational improvements in the disinfection strategy that would
lead to DBPs minimization.
Groundwater Well 272, California Water Service, CA
Project Manager. Historical water quality analysis and performance of
bench testing for ammonia and odor removal as well as simulated DBP
formation potential in distribution system. Different disinfection strategies were analyzed (free chlorine and chloramines) and recommendations were made for treatment and disinfection alternatives.
Groundwater Well Water Quality, City of Manhattan Beach, CA
Project Manager. The City’s two groundwater wells produce water with
green tint which generates consumers complains and concerns. The projected developed a sampling and bench testing plan as well performed
water quality analysis and bench scale chlorination and filtration. The
cause of water color was identified, and recommendations were provided to the City.
Disinfection Stability in Drinking Water Distribution System, City of
Manhattan Beach, CA
Project Manager. City of Manhattan Beach has experienced unstable disinfection residual in the reservoirs and low disinfectant residual in the
distribution system. The project assessed the water quality of the source
water and in the distribution as well as the blending and operation strategy. A hydraulic model was involved in investigation of the age of water.
The causes of residual instability were identified and recommendation
were provided for improving residual and control the concentration of
free ammonia in the system. A sampling and analysis plan for blending
facilities and distribution system was delivered to the City along with
recommendations on capital improvements and required permit amendments.
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Jack Adam, PE
Program Director

Jack is a Project Manager with extensive civil
engineering experience in the water,
wastewater, and recycled-water distribution,
conveyance, storage, and treatment fields.
Education
BS, Civil Engineering, University
of Massachusetts

Certification/License
Professional Engineer

Areas of Expertise
• Project Management
• Large Diameter Pipeline
Design
• Water Conveyance System
Planning and Design
• Water Distribution Systems
Planning and Design
• Condition Assessment

Professional Affiliations
American Water Works
Association (AWWA)
American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)
ASCE Pressure Pipeline
Condition Assessment Task
Force
ASCE Pipeline Risk Committee
Blue Ribbon Task Force
Golden Key International Honor
Society
Chi Epsilon Honor Society

Served as principal-in-charge, project manager, and design engineer on
a multitude of major water resources projects throughout the United
States. Career accomplishments total more than 100 miles of pipeline
ranging in diameters from 8 to 102 inches with pressures up to 500
pounds per square inch (psi) and pump stations up to 10,000 hp. As the
former Director of Engineering for the Sweetwater Authority, brings
public sector experience involving management and oversight of infrastructure projects including 380 miles of pipelines, 40 Mgal of storage,
a 5 mgd groundwater demineralization facility, a 30 mgd surface water
treatment plant (WTP), a 2 mgd potable groundwater supply, and imported water supplies.
Infrastructure Renewal Program, Sweetwater Authority, Chula
Vista, CA
As the Director of Engineering for the Authority, in charge of planning
implementation of the overall infrastructure renewal program. Implemented infrastructure assessment and prioritization for renewal, i.e.,
replacing metallic pipelines primarily consisting of cast-iron and old
steel, and upsizing existing pipelines to improve flow and pressure. The
program also included improvements to storage tanks and pump stations,
introduction of cathodic protection to suitable steel mains to lengthen
their useful lives, pavement maintenance, large-diameter pipeline abandonments, and valve replacements. The $100 million program has a goal
of project completion by 2050.
Dam Outlet Pipeline Replacement, Sweetwater Authority, Chula
Vista, CA
Director of Engineering for the Authority on this project that included
emergency mobilization of the Authority’s on-call contractor to assess
damage and reactivate a ruptured pipeline from the Sweetwater Reservoir
to the Robert A. Perdue WTP. The investigation determined that a reliable
long-term repair was not possible due to the age and condition of the
pipeline and replacing it with steel pipe was the preferred alternative.
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Otay 2nd Pipeline Phase 3, City of San Diego, San Diego, CA
Project Manager for the City of San Diego’s Otay 2nd Pipeline Phase 3 replacement including preliminary design,
final design and construction administration services for replacing approximately 3,400 feet of 36-inch pipe
with 5,400 feet 48-inch steel pipe. Completed in December 2019, the Basis of Design Report (BODR) identified
the preferred pipeline alignment meeting the City’s goal of relocating the pipeline from cross-country private
properties into the Public right-of-way (ROW). Phase 3 is located in the unincorporated area of San Diego
County (Bonita) and involves in-depth coordination with multiple private property owners and agencies including San Diego County, Sweetwater Authority, and the City of Chula Vista. The Project is currently in the
100% design phase. The scope of services includes survey, easement acquisition, permitting, environmental
support, geotechnical investigations, utility potholing, and pipeline design including basis of design studies,
preliminary and final design services.
Otay 2nd Pipeline Phase 1, City of San Diego, San Diego, CA
Project Manager for the design, assistance during the bid, and construction support for the replacement of the
existing 30-inch Otay Phase I water pipeline with 48-inch steel pipe. The scope of work includes pipeline design
calculations; conceptual design of the pressure relief valve (PRV)/Pump Station Connection Plan for the 30
percent, 60 percent, 90 percent, and final design; coordination of San Diego’s Metropolitan Transit System
(MTS) permit; engineers Off Property Contact (OPC); and a 60 percent constructability review.
Twin Oaks WTP Improvements, San Diego County Water Authority, San Diego, CA
Project Manager on this design-build project that included review of 1,500 feet of welded steel pipe, connection
to an existing 75-inch aqueduct, clear-well improvements, flow-control facility capacity improvements, metering and valving facilities, and chemical feed facilities to allow the mixing of desalinated water from the
Carlsbad Desalination Plant with water treated at the Twin Oaks WTP. Managed the overall planning review
of design-builder’s detailed design drawings, specifications, and calculations to make certain the work conformed with agency and industry standards.
Morena Water Pipeline Replacement Under the Morena Pump Station and Conveyance System Project,
City of San Diego, San Diego, CA
Project Manager for work that has been included as part of the City of San Diego Pure Water Program and involves the replacement of the Morena Pipeline from Friars Road to Balboa Avenue. The Morena Pipeline consists of 3.75 miles of 16-inch cast-iron and 20-inch asbestos cement (AC) pipe currently serving both transmission and distribution functions. The project involves replacement of the existing pipeline with a 16-inch
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) distribution pipeline and construction of a new 36-inch welded-steel transmission
pipeline.
As-Needed Water Pipeline Replacement Design, Vista Irrigation District, Vista, CA
As Project Manager, provides as-needed preliminary design and design services for the District’s Group Job
Pipeline Replacement Projects to reverse catastrophic failures experienced on its Nipponite asbestos cement
(AC) pipe installed in the 1960s. Group Job 1 includes the replacement of approximately 10,000 feet of 10-inch,
8-inch, 6-inch, and 4-inch AC pipe with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. Group Job 2 included replacing 13,000
feet of 6-inch, 8-inch, and 14-inch AC and steel pipe with PVC pipe. Services have included preliminary design
evaluation involving the assessment of high-lining versus replacing in-place; conducting utility research;
coordinating survey, geotechnical, and environmental services; and preparing contract documents including
plan and profiles, connection detail, and project specification.
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Nicole Blute, PhD, PE
QC Advisor

Education
PhD, Environmental Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2002
BS, Environmental Science,
University of Rochester, NY, 1996
BA, Chemistry, University of
Rochester, NY, 1996

Certification/License
Professional Engineer

Areas of Expertise
• Project management
• Groundwater treatment
• Decision analysis
• Advanced treatment
• Source water integration
• Distribution system water
• quality
• Corrosion control and
stabilization
• Bench, pilot, and
demonstration testing

Professional Activities
American Water Works
Association
• Research Division Trustee
• Inorganic Contaminants
Committee Chair
Society of Women Engineers
California Nevada AWWA
Recycled Water Committee
Secretary

Dr. Blute serves as Hazen and Sawyer’s Drinking
Water Practice Lead for the West Region. She is a
seasoned Project Manager with over 25 years
specializing in drinking water treatment and
system planning for water agencies, spanning
topics such as removal of constituents of concern
(PFAS, 1,4-dioxane, VOCS, chromium, granular
activated carbon and ion exchange, coagulation/
filtration, and corrosion control.
Lead and Copper Rule Compliance, California Water Service
Company, San Jose, CA
Dr. Blute is the Technical Advisor on a series of 3 projects for Cal Water
that developed prequalified pools of tiered customers for LCR sampling
at several dozen districts. The project involved providing regulatory
guidance, developing educational and training materials, and developing
cost assessments of project expansion to Cal Water’s remaining districts.
Lead and Copper Rule Compliance, City of La Verne, La Verne, CA
Dr. Blute was the Project Manager who led a study of factors causing La
Verne to exceed the Lead Action Level. She advised utility staff in water
quality testing (field and laboratory), performed modeling exercises of
corrosivity, provided recommendations, and worked with staff to implement operations. The project successfully resulted in subsequent sampling
round below the Action Level.
Copper Corrosion Control, Crescenta Valley Water District, La
Crescenta, CA
Dr. Blute led a copper corrosion pipe loop study for Crescenta Valley
Water District to test copper corrosion control strategies. The project
involved construction of the pipe loops, identification of corrosion control chemicals, interpretation of data and modeling of results, and providing recommendations for full-scale treatment to minimize copper
release from distribution materials.
Feasibility of PFAS Treatment for Well 14 and Well 16, City of
Paramount, CA
Dr. Blute was the Project Manager on an evaluation of the water quality
and feasibility of implementing PFAS treatment at Wells 14 and 16. A need
for 1,4-dioxane treatment at Well 14 was identified, and site layouts
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Technical Publications
Najm, I., Gallagher, B.,
Vishwanath, N., Blute, N.,
Gorzalski, A., Feffer, A., and
Richardson, S. (2021) PFAS
Removal with GAC and a
Specialty Adsorbent – A Case
Study. AWWA Water Science, v. 3
(5).
Blute, N.K., McGuire, M.J., Reich,
K., West, N., Voutchkov, N., and
MacLaggan, P. 2008. Integration
of Desalinated Seawater into a
Distribution System: A Corrosion
Pilot Study. Journal of the
American Water Works
Association, v. 100 (9), p. 117-131.
Blute, N., Wu, Y., Imamura, G.,
Song, Y., Porter, K., Cron, C., Fong,
L., Froelich, D., Abueg, R., Henrie,
T., Ramesh, S, and Vallejo, F.
(2015) Assessment of Ion
Exchange, Adsorptive Media and
RCF for Cr(VI) Removal. Water
Research Foundation Report.
Blute, N., Wu, Y., Cron, C., Fong, L.,
Froelich, D., and Abueg, R. (2015)
Microfiltration in the RCF Process
for Hexavalent Chromium Removal
from Drinking Water. Water
Research Foundation Report.
Chowdhury, Z., Bigley, S., Porter,
K.L., Blute, N., Rhoades, J,
Westerhoff, P, Bowen, A. (2015)
Evaluation of Technologies for
Hexavalent Chromium Removal
and Development of a Compliance
Planning Approach. Water
Research Foundation Report.
Najm, I., Brown, N.P, Seo, E.,
Gallagher, B., Gramith, K., Blute,
N., Wu, Y., Yoo, M., Liang, S.,
Maceiko, S., Kader, S., and Lowry,
J. (2014) Impact of Water Quality
on Hexavalent Chromium
Removal Efficiency and Cost.
Water Research Foundation
Report.
Blute, N.K., Wu, Y., Porter, K.,
Imamura, G, McGuire, M.J., Zurn,
S., Abueg, R., Froelich, D., and
Fong, D. (2013) Hexavalent
Chromium Removal Project
Report.



Blute, N., Wu, X., Cron, C., Abueg,
R., Froelich, D., and Fong, L. 2014.
Hexavalent Chromium Treatment
Implementation in Glendale, Calif.
Journal of the American Water
Works Association, v. 106 (3), p.
E160-175.

provided for UV advanced oxidation (UV AOP) for 1,4-dioxane and ion
exchange for PFAS. A site layout for Well 16 with consideration of manganese treatment facilities at the site was prepared. Planning level cost
estimates inclusive of capital and life cycle costs were developed.
Water Quality Evaluation Study, Jurupa Community Services
District, CA
Technical Advisor for an analysis of alternatives to address a range of
water quality constituents, including TDS, nitrate, PFAS, VOCs, 1,2,3-TCP,
1,1-DCE, and perchlorate. This study included the development of shortterm options to mitigate service risks resulting from out of service wells,
in addition to long-term design alternatives to address regulated contaminants. Flexibility to address potential future regulations was considered.
Chino I Desalter VOC Treatment, Chino Basin Desalter Authority, CA
Technical Advisor and Permitting Lead. The project involves planning
and design of two GAC treatment facilities (1.7 and 3.4 mgd) at the Chino
I Desalter Plant for the removal of 1,2,3-TCP and TCE. Evaluation of
treated constituents and treatment design was conducted in the DDW
97-005 framework. Periodic presentations on emerging contaminant
trends were provided to the CDA Board and member agencies.
Plant 30 Wellhead Treatment Final Design, Monte Vista Water District,
Montclair, CA
Project Manager. Hazen provided design services to Monte Vista Water
District (MVWD) for the design and construction of a 5.8 MGD water
treatment facility (expandable to 8.7 MGD) for the removal of 1,2,3-TCP,
DBCP, nitrate, and perchlorate from the District’s groundwater supply.
The project includes raw water pipelines to convey multiple wells to the
site, GAC+IX treatment facilities, and waste brine pipeline all within a
small site footprint. Hazen’s engineering services include preparation
of Basis of Design Report (BODR), field investigations, detailed design,
CEQA, permitting, bidding services, engineering services during construction, and construction management.
Eastside Water Treatment Facility Expansion, City of Chino, CA
Technical Advisor for the Eastside Water Treatment Facility Expansion.
The project involves retrofitting the existing treatment equipment and
building to accommodate an expanded capacity from 3,500 to 7,000
gpm. The treatment process consists of GAC for removal of 1,2,3-trichloropropane (1,2,3-TCP), regenerable ion exchange (IX) for the removal of
nitrate and perchlorate, and chlorine gas for disinfection. The project
also includes 97-005 DDW permitting.
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Arthur Moncrieffe, Jr., EIT
Records Research and Gap Analysis
Service Line Inventory/GIS

Education
MS, Environmental Engineering,
University of Pittsburgh

Certification/License
Engineer-in-Training
NASSCO Certified: PACP, LACP,
and MACP

Areas of Expertise
• Water/Wastewater Pipeline
Design
• Sewer Rehabilitation/Asset
Management
• AutoCAD
• GIS
• Primavera P6
• PowerBI
• InfoWater

Professional Activities
American Society of Civil
Engineers
Water Environment Federation

Mr. Moncrieffe specializes in reviewing CCTV to
assess conditions of below ground pipelines,
hydraulic assessment, non-destructive condition
assessment technologies and pipeline
rehabilitation methodologies.
Facility Planning Services - Task 1 2nd Aqueduct Diversion Complex
and Operations Planning Study, San Diego County Water Authority, CA
Arthur created GIS figures for final report. This included detailed site
maps of the Diversion Complex, environmental figures to be used in CEQA
analyses of project alternatives, site layouts delineating footprint, piping
alignments, property acquisition, construction and final facility access,
and construction details to facilitate detailed alternatives analyses and
cost estimates. Arthur also rendered flow schematic sketches (pipeline
3,4 and 5 within plant) in CAD, which aided in illustrating the potential
change in flows and in normal operations and ESP operations from each
alternative project. Participated in the Diversion Complex Alternatives
Evaluation, which included the establishment of criteria, weighting and
ranking of given alternative projects.
Facility Planning Services - Task 2 First Aqueduct Bifurcations
Study, San Diego County Water Authority, CA
Arthur created GIS figures of bifurcation locations, GIS site visit figures
and GIS construction access figures. Arthur assist in the bifurcation rehabilitation alternatives evaluation by establishment of criteria, coordination
weighting with the client, and computing weighted scores on the prioritization of bifurcation projects. Arthur assisted in the alternatives evaluation
of 11 bifurcation structures based on operations, layout and access, maintenance, security, power and communication, geotechnical considerations,
and costs. Arthur assisted in evaluating alternative isolation facilities for
each bifurcation structure as well. Arthur also helped with the cost estimation of the bifurcation alternatives and the isolation alternatives.
Johnson Utilities, San Tan Valley, AZ
Assistant Engineer. Tasks include demand calculations, data analysis,
assisting in proposed hydraulic schematics and GIS.
Wastewater System Rehabilitation Project, Town of Kearny, AZ
Assistant Engineer. Tasks include the review of CCTV, GIS and recommendations to rehabilitate existing infrastructure.
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Fort Lauderdale I&I CCTV Assessment, Fort Lauderdale, FL
Assistant Engineer. Tasks include data analysis on past and present inspections across multiple sewer basins,
GIS and algorithms for assigning needed inspections.
Water Master Plan Update and GIS Conversion Project, City of Chino, Chino, San Bernardino County, CA
Assistant Engineer. The City of Chino serves over 12 million gallons per day of potable water to a population
of approximately 74,000. Key components of this project include the creation of a GIS geodatabase of the City’s
potable water distribution system, preparation of a Water Master Plan Report, and completion of a Risk and
Resiliency Assessment for compliance with America’s Water Infrastructure Act requirements. The Water Master Plan effort includes hydraulic model development and calibration; comprehensive hydraulic analysis of the
City’s conveyance, pumping, and storage facilities; and development of a prioritized Capital Improvement
Program for the planning horizon including preliminary cost estimates.
Facility Planning Services - Task 7 Moosa Canyon Pipeline Repair/Replacement Workshop and Future
Analysis Needs, San Diego County Water Authority, CA
Arthur researched groundwater elevation information for SDCWA.
Water Master Plan Update, Indio Water Authority, Indio, CA
Assistant Engineer. Tasks include demand calculations, data analysis, creating existing and proposed hydraulic schematics and updating exiting water model and writing of Master Plan.
Facility Planning Services - Task 4 First Aqueduct Treated Water Tunnel Renewal Alternatives Analysis, San
Diego County Water Authority, CA
Arthur researched groundwater elevation information for SDCWA, which was used in developing rehabilitation
alternatives for each of the treated water tunnels on the Water Authority’s First Aqueduct. Arthur also assisted in coordinating the structural analyses between the bifurcation structures and the tunnel rehabilitation
analyses.
Beverly Hills Integrated Water Resources Master Plan (Water, Sewer, Storm, Recycled, and SCADA),
City of Beverly Hills, CA
Assistant Engineer. This is a comprehensive $1.5 M master plan of the potable water, recycled water, sanitary
sewer, stormwater, and SCADA system. The IWRMP – Part 1 addresses the City’s major water resources strategy which includes imported water, groundwater, and other potential supply sources. Part 1 also addresses
other topics including emergency storage for the water system, and stormwater compliance. The IWRMP – Part
2 is a master plan of the water, sewer, and storm drain systems. For each system, the document addresses the
existing system and service area, evaluation and design criteria, system analysis, and capital improvements.
The theme of the IWRMP is to focus on near-term practical solutions with an eye towards what could be done
in the future. The near-term represents a focus on projects that should be implemented within the next five
years – 2021 through 2025. An eye towards the future includes taking the necessary steps now to position for
long-term resiliency and reliability of the City’s water, sewer, and storm drain systems. The IWRMP achieved
several important goals for the City, including hydraulic model updates and calibration, long-range demand
forecasting, and independent analysis of each of the systems.
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Mario Gonzalez, EIT

Records Research and Gap Analysis
Service Line Inventory/GIS

Mr. Gonzalez is an assistant engineer with
experience in hydraulic modeling with an
emphasis in sewer modeling.
Education
M.S., Civil Engineering, San Diego
State University, San Diego, CA
B.S., Civil Engineering, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE

Certification/License
Engineer in Training

Areas of Expertise
• Sewer Hydraulic Modeling
• Hydrologic Balancing
• Hydraulic Stream Modeling
• GIS

Professional Affiliations
Professional Member, SHPE
Alumni, GMS

2022 Water Facilities Master Plan Update, Otay Water District,
Spring Valley, CA
As part of its 2022 master plan update future land use and population
projections are needed. Mario looked for discrepancies in future land use
between multiple data sources with the aid of GIS. Developed visual representations (maps) of any discrepancies along with any relevant annotations. Organized all client provided data and found the status (current
level of completion and land use) of any Specific Planning Development
Projects that would significantly affect future water consumption.
FY2023 Remote Comprehensive Asset Management Plan, Encina
Wastewater Authority, Carlsbad, CA
To best allocate its resources, EWA has agreed to a biannual update of
its asset management plan. This involves updating its near end of life
assets list. Mario was responsible for compiling the near end of life assets
list. This involved gathering and organizing data from multiple sources
into an excel spread sheet. These sources included previous R-CAMP
reports, EWA staff comments, site walk-through notes, and an asset
condition assessment list.
Master Plan and Condition Assessment Study, Trabuco Canyon
Water District, Trabuco Canyon, CA
As part of its master plan, Trabuco Canyon will have its sewer collection
system, recycled water collection system, and its water distribution system
modeled. Mario is responsible for the data analysis of any client provided
sewer data (mostly GIS files and as-builts). He will also be responsible for
the hydraulic modeling of Trabuco Canyon’s wastewater collection system.
Modeling will include choosing the modeling software, building the model infrastructure, dry weather flow allocation, and dry weather calibration.
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Reverse Osmosis Study for Redwood Landfill, Waste Management,
Novato, CA
Waste Management hired Hazen to inform them of any challenges/recommendations for the use and installation of a reverse osmosis system
in their Redwood Landfill. Mario was responsible for compiling data
from two pilot studies, leachate management reports, draft memos, and
multiple pieces of correspondence. Mario then used that data to develop
a project summary. The project summary only included the most relevant
information. It was used by the more senior engineers to develop a list
of potential challenges and recommendations for the RO system.
Joint Outfall System Climate Plan, Los Angeles County Sewer
Districts, Whittier, CA
As part of a climate study conducted on the joint outfall system portion
of the LACSD collection system the impact and potential mitigations of
the 100-year, 500-year flood, and CPUC elevated fire threats on the
collection system were reported on. Mario’s responsibilities for this
project were to develop figures and tables that were presented in the
report, using GIS.
City-Wide Interactive Hydraulic Wastewater Model, City of Tyler,
Corpus Christi, TX
Under EPA Consent Decree the City of Tyler Texas was to develop a hydraulic wastewater model of their sewer collection system to aid in the
identification of SSOs. As the assistant engineer on the project. Mario
used Sewer GEMS, ArcGIS, gauge data (rain and sewer), and as-builts to
build and calibrate the hydraulic model. The sewer collection system for
Tyler services a population of approximately 105,000.
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Megan Watt, EIT

Identification Action Plan | Sampling Plan

Education
BS, Civil Engineering, University
of Massachusetts

Certification/License
Professional Engineer

Areas of Expertise
• Project Management
• Large Diameter Pipeline
Design
• Water Conveyance System
Planning and Design
• Water Distribution Systems
Planning and Design
• Condition Assessment

Professional Affiliations
American Water Works
Association (AWWA)
American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)
ASCE Pressure Pipeline
Condition Assessment Task
Force
ASCE Pipeline Risk Committee
Blue Ribbon Task Force
Golden Key International Honor
Society
Chi Epsilon Honor Society

Ms. Watt has experience assisting in a wide
range of water, wastewater, and environmental
projects, including water supply, lead
distribution line impacts and PFAS and
Perchlorate emerging contaminants. She has
been involved in major complex local, state, and
federal projects. Her exceptional ArcGIS and
computer skills have been critical in many
engineering tasks.
Lead Service Line Replacement Program, City of Newark, Newark, NJ
Ms. Watt provided engineering support for City of Newark’s $185 million
Lead Service Line Replacement (LSLR) Program the goal of the program
is to remove 24,000+ lead service lines throughout the city, replacing
them with copper pipes to ensure clean, safe and reliable drinking water
at no cost to all Newark residents. Ms. Watt managed applications to the
program, contacted residents, reviewed eligible homes, and conducted
monthly sampling at designated homes. The original 8-year program
began in May 2018 and was accelerated in September 2019 to be completed within 24 to 30 months.
Source Water Protect Program, Honolulu Board of Water Supply,
Honolulu, HI
Ms. Watt evaluated potential sources of contamination for over 70 wells,
shafts and tunnels to assess impact on drinking water supply. The Honolulu BWS provides over 90% of drinking water supply on the island of
Oahu. Ms. Watt evaluated potential contamination sources from over 20
different state and federal databases. Ms. Watt assessed the capture zone
for water supply wells and if migration pathways could potentially lead
to contamination of drinking water.
Orange County PFAS Assessment, Orange County (OC) Sanitation
District, Orange County, CA
Ms. Watt provided engineering support for OC Sanitation to assess PFAS
impact. The goal of the project is to develop and perform assessment
protocols and procedures to assist OCSD with meeting the anticipated
requirements of the California State Water Resources Control Board’s
(CSWRCB’s) Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) temporary Order
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WQ 2020-0015-DWQ, which requires any publicly owned treatment works
to conduct sampling and analysis for PFAS compounds. Over 100 samples
were collected, evaluated, and reported to determine impacts of PFAS
on the OC Sanitation treatment system. Ms. Watt also served as field team
lead to a team of Orange County Sanitation District Staff to demonstrate
the proper PFAS sampling protocol.
Green Streets Master Plan, LA County, Los Angeles, CA
Ms. Watt assisted with the design for stormwater improvements at 2
different project locations in unincorporated LA County. These improvements consist of diversion structures, pretreatment facilities, deep
drywells for infiltrating large volumes of stormwater runoff, and “surface
features” such as bioretention, permeable pavement, and landscaping.
Ms. Watt reviewed drawings for conceptual, 30%, and 60% design submittals.
Per-and Polyfluoroalkyl (PFAS) Assessment, Former Naval
Command, Control, and Ocean Surveillance Center (NCCOSC).
Morris Dam Research and Development Facility, Azusa, California
Ms. Watt assessed PFAS contamination at the Navy’s Morris Dam site.
The work performed was highly technical and included drilling/sampling
32 borings for perchlorate and PFAS, installing two (2) monitoring wells,
and geophysical logging in complex geology that includes fractured
bedrock. Ms. Watt’s hard work and dedication ensured the field effort
was completed on schedule and under budget. Her attention to detail and
ability to perform daily over the two-month field effort demonstrated
her commitment to the project. Ms. Watt developed all analytical tables
and sample results and developed calculations for sample depths associated with angled soil boring. These data supported Leapfrog analysis
of data. Interpreted Leapfrog model (3-D model) of Perchlorate results
and develop the analytical result section of the assessment and monitoring report.
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Seth Robertson, PE
Funding

Education
BS, Environmental Engineering,
North Carolina State University

Certification/License
Professional Engineer

Areas of Expertise
• Funding assistance
• Financial analysis
• Asset management
• Capital planning

Professional Activities
Water Environment Federation

Mr. Robertson serves as Hazen’s Corporate
Infrastructure Funding Leader. His project
experience includes development of asset
management programs, capital improvement
planning, utility development, financial
modeling and rate studies, and funding strategy
development and implementation.
Island Water Reclamation Facility Relocation, Fort Pierce Utility
Authority, FL
Funding Strategy Development. The Island Water Reclamation Facility has
a history of damage from coastal events and presents a substantial ongoing risk due to its current location on South Hutchinson Island. Responsible for developing a funding strategy and implementation plan that evaluates feasible funding options including the use of State Revolving Funds
(SRF), Florida Resiliency Grants, Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act Funds, and emerging funding sources through the American
Rescue Plan and Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act to fund the approximately $100 million project. This strategy includes timelines, estimated chance of funding, and true cost of each funding alternative to provide a comprehensive evaluation that maximizes the best funding available.
Experience Prior to Hazen
North Carolina Division of Water Infrastructure, NC
SRF Section Chief. Responsible for the management of over $2 billion in
critical need water and wastewater infrastructure funds. Also served as
the co-chair of the national EPA and SRF workgroup.
Neuse River Water Reclamation Facility, Town of Clayton, NC
Funding Assistance. The Town of Clayton has a critical need for expansion of their current wastewater treatment capabilities due to a combination of residential and industrial growth. Responsible for developing the
funding strategy for the new Neuse River Water Reclamation Facility and
managed the preparation of applications to the North Carolina Division
of Water Infrastructure for the Clean Water SRF. A total of $110 million
in funding was secured over three application rounds which represents
a savings of approximately $40 million in interest costs over the revenue
bond alternative. This is the largest funding award for a single project
through the North Carolina SRF program to date.
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Asset Condition Assessment, Financial Modeling, Sewer
Rehabilitation and Replacement, Town of Selma, NC
Funding Assistance. The Town of Selma has been experiencing significant
infiltration and inflow since Hurricanes Florence and Michael. The resulting I/I created system overflows and excessive treatment costs. Two projects were identified as priorities for reducing flows in addition to the need
for system condition assessment and financial modeling. Responsible for
managing the securing of a total of $5.5 million (including $3 million in
grants) through the Clean Water SRF Additional Supplemental Appropriations for Disaster Relief Act of 2009, Community Development Block
Grant-Infrastructure program, and the North Carolina Asset Inventory
and Assessment grant program to fund the identified needs.
Water and Wastewater Rehabilitation and Planning, City of Dunn, NC
Funding Assistance. The City of Dunn has significant expected growth
while experiencing capacity restrictions in the existing water and wastewater systems. Responsible for developing and implementing a comprehensive funding plan for both the water and wastewater systems which
consisted of water line replacements, sewer rehabilitation, and the study
of regional partnerships for a new drinking water treatment plant. A total of $8.3 million was secured through this process including $2.4 million in grants. A combination of funding was acquired through the Clean
Water SRF, Drinking Water State Revolving Fund, Community Development Block Grant-Infrastructure fund, and the North Carolina Merger
Regionalization Feasibility grant program to help the City address immediate issues and plan for the future.
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TO:

Governing Board (Water Quality and Distribution Committee)

FROM:

Carlos Quintero, General Manager
Jennifer Sabine, Assistant General Manager
Dina Yorba, Director of Administrative Services
Gregg Harpenau-Parks, Customer Service Manager
Miguel Alvarez, Customer Service Field Supervisor

DATE:

May 27, 2022

SUBJECT: Consideration to Extend the Due Date of All Single Swing-check Upgrades
on Fire Service Laterals
SUMMARY
At its April 25, 2018 meeting, the Board adopted Resolution 18-07, Adopting Amended
Rates and Rules, to ensure that all fire service laterals with single swing-check valves
be brought above ground and retrofitted with an approved Pressure Principle Backflow
Prevention Detector Assembly within five years. At that time, staff identified that
approximately half of the 772 private fire service laterals did not have an approved
backflow prevention device, and 380 fire service laterals were not in compliance. There
are many factors contributing to the necessity to have the 380 identified fire services
laterals brought to compliance which include:
•
•
•
•

•

Underground swing-check valves are not approved backflow assemblies per the
University of Southern California Foundation for Cross-Connection Control and
Hydraulic Research, which approves all backflow assemblies for the State
There is no mechanism for inspecting or testing underground swing-check valves
Swing-check valves are susceptible to failure by freezing in the open position,
which could lead to over-pressurizing our distribution system
The American Water Works Association Research Foundation found that water
quality within existing wet-pipe fire sprinkler systems exceeds the primary
standard for lead and cadmium and secondary standards for iron, manganese,
total dissolved solids, sulfate, color, and odor. Soluble lead appeared to be
originating from check valves that had lead-weighted clappers, leaded fittings,
machined leaded brass valve bodies, and other accessories
Section 1003 of the Uniform Plumbing code states “no person shall install any
water operated equipment or mechanism, or use any water treating chemical or
substance, if it is found that such equipment, mechanism, or substance may
cause pollution or contamination of the domestic water supply. Such equipment
or mechanism may be permitted only when equipped with an approved backflow
prevention device or assembly”
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Property owners were notified of this requirement via letters as follows:
•
•
•

Letters mailed on October 1, 2018
Letters mailed on October 1, 2019
Letters Mailed on October 1, 2020

At the end of 2020, with only 25 upgrades completed, staff increased the outreach effort
to property owners to include reminder postcards as follows:
•
•
•

355 reminder postcards mailed on April 23, 2021
Letters mailed on October 1, 2021
345 reminder postcards mailed on April 22, 2022

As of May 1, 2022, 35 upgrades have been completed and 345 remain.
Only ten fire services have been upgraded from the onset of the pandemic in 2020.
Impacts associated with the pandemic include businesses closing, a lack of funding,
and increasing materials costs. Staff is recommending a two (2) year extension to the
original due date of April 25, 2023, to allow property owners time to recover from the
financial impacts caused by the pandemic.
PAST BOARD ACTIONS
April 25, 2018

The Governing Board Adopted Resolution 18-07, Adopting
Amended Rates and Rules as Stated in Exhibit “A” to this
Resolution.

March 28, 2018

The Cross Connection Control Supervisor presented an overview
of the Cross Connection Control and Backflow Prevention Program
along with an update on the required enforcement of the program
with an emphasis on fire protection laterals with single swingchecks that needed to be brought above ground and retrofitted with
an approved Reduced Pressure Principle Backflow Prevention
Detector Assembly.

FISCAL IMPACT
There is no fiscal impact on the Authority. Current staff in the Cross-connection section
can perform tasks associated with enforcement of the Cross-connection Control and
Backflow Prevention Program.
The cost to customers for a backflow device is estimated to cost between $5,000 and
$50,000, depending on the complexity of construction necessary to incorporate an
approved backflow device into the customer's private fire protection lateral. The private
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service lateral is the customer’s property, and thus the cost of construction is the
customer's responsibility.
POLICY / STRATEGIC PLAN
Strategic Plan Goal 1: Water Quality (WQ) - Provide high quality water that meets
regulatory requirements
•

Objective WQ4: Administer the Authority's Standard Specifications Section 17
Cross-Connection and Backflow Prevention Ordinance to protect the public water
supply from contamination
o Task 001.00 Implement a plan to replace all existing single check valves
on fire service lines with back-flow prevention devices required by current
Authority standards

ALTERNATIVES
1. Approve a two (2) year extension of the due date until April 25, 2025, for customers
with a non-compliant backflow prevention device on the fire service lateral to bring
the device into compliance.
2. Adhere to the Governing Board approved due date of April 25, 2023.
3. Other direction as determined by the Governing Board.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Governing Board approve a two (2) year extension of the
due date until April 25, 2025, for customers with a non-compliant backflow prevention
device on the fire service lateral to bring the device into compliance.
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